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QUESTION 1

Which objects can a personnel number be assigned to directly? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Planner group 

B. Work center 

C. Business partner 

D. Equipment 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is correct when planning maintenance work thatis to be carried out by an external company? 

A. In the control key assigned to the order operation, the "Service"indicator must always be activated. 

B. A service master record must always be assigned to the external order operation. 

C. If you assign a control key with indicator "Service" for an external service, you have to enter the actual values via the
service entry sheet. 

D. If you assign a control key for an external order operation, theactual values must always be entered as a goods
receipt in the system. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which parameter in the material master is a prerequisite for refurbishment? 

A. Valuationclass 8000 

B. Valuation category C (condition-based) 

C. Valuation type H (origin) 

D. Valuation category B (in-house/external procurement) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to set up a general maintenance task list for inspectionrounds using the overall time confirmation as a
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simplified way torecord measurement documents. What do you need to do? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. Assign a piece ofequipment with an allocated measuring point to a task list operation. 

B. Assign an inspection lot to the task list header. 

C. Assign a measuring point as a production resources/tools(PRT) to a task list operation. 

D. Assign an inspection document as PRT tothe task list operation. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to create a new functional location. Which configurationsteps are required? Note: There are 2 correct answers
to this question. 

A. Define the functional location category. 

B. Define the number range for the functional location category. 

C. Define the reference functional location. 

D. Define the structure indicator. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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